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Abstract
Formal modelling languages play a key role in the develop-
ment of soware since they enable users to prove correct-
ness of system properties. However, there is still not a clear
understanding on how to map a formal model to a specific
programming language. In order to propose a solution, this
paper presents a source-to-source mapping between Event-
B models and Eiffel programs, therefore enabling the proof
of correctness of certain system properties via Design-by-
Contract (natively supported by Eiffel), while still making
use of all features of O-O programming.
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1 Introduction
e importance of developing correct soware systems has
been increased in the past few years. Final users of systems
trust systems and are not aware of the consequences of mal-
functioning. Hence, the burden is on developers, engineers
and researchers that have to pay close aention to the devel-
opment of flawless systems. ere are different approaches
to tackle the problem, e.g. top-down and boom-up ap-
proaches: using a top-down approach, one could think to
start developing the system from a very abstract view point
towards more concrete ones; in a boom-up approach, on
the other hand, one might think to start from a more con-
crete state of the system to then add more functionality to
it. e key point on both approaches is to always prove that
properties of the systems hold.
Event-B is a formal modelling language for reactive sys-
tems, introduced by Abrial [1], which allows the modelling
of complete systems. It follows the top-down approach by
means of refinements. One can create an abstraction of the
system and express its properties. Prove that the system in-
deed meets the properties to then create a refinement of the
system: same system with more details. It has been applied
with success in both research and industrial projects, and in
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integrated EU projects aiming at puing together the two
dimensions, for example in the automotive sector [4].
On the other side of the spectrum, following a boom-up
approach, one can work with Eiffel programming language
[6]. In Eiffel, one can create classes that implement any sys-
tem. e behaviour of such classes is specified in Eiffel us-
ing contracts: pre- and post-conditions and class invariants.
ese mechanisms are natively supported by the language.
Having contracts, one can then verify that the implemen-
tation is indeed the intended. Aer the implementation of
the class, one can give more speciality or generalization by
using inheritance. is paper gives a series of rules to gener-
ate Eiffel programs from Event-B model, bridging both top-
down and boom-up approaches. Rules take into account
system specifications of the Event-B model and generate ei-
ther Eiffel code or contracts. us, users will end up with
an implementation of the system while they can prove it
correct.
Several translations have been achieved that go in the
same direction as the work presented on this paper. In [5],
Me`ry and Singh present the EB2ALL tool-set that includes
a translation from Event-B models to C, C++ and Java. Un-
like this translation, EB2ALL provides support for a small
part of Event-B’s syntax, and users are required to write a
final Event-B implementation refinement in the syntax sup-
ported by the tool. e Code Generation tool [3] generates
concurrent Java and Ada programs for a tasking extension
of Event-B. Unlike these tools, the work presented here does
not require user’s intervention, while it works on the proper
syntax of the Event-B model. In addition, these tools do not
take full advantage of the elements present in the source lan-
guage, e.g. invariants. e work presented in this paper, in
addition to an implementation, generates contracts from the
source language, making use of the Design-by-Contract ap-
proach. In [2, 8], authors present a translation from Event-
B to Java, annotating the code with JML (Java Modelling
Language) specifications, and [7] shows its application. e
main difference with the work presented here is the target
language. We are translating to Eiffel which natively sup-
ports Design-by-Contract. In addition, Eiffel comes with
different tools to statically prove Eiffel code (e.g. Autoproof
[9]) that fully supports the language. Another difference is
the translation of carrier sets. EventB2Java translates them
as set of integers
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machineM seesC
variables v
invariants label inv : I (s, c,v)
events
event initialisation
thenA(s, c,v) end
event evt
any x
where
label дuard : G(s, c,v, x)
then
label action : A(s, c,v, x)
end
end
Context C
constant c
set S
axioms X (s, c)
end
Figure 1. General view of an Event-B machine and its con-
text.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Event-B
Event-B is a formalmodelling language for reactive systems,
introduced byAbrial [1], which allows themodelling of com-
plete systems. Figure 1 shows the general view of an Event-
B machine and context. Event-B models are composed of
contexts and machines. Contexts define constants (wrien
aer constant in context C), uninterpreted sets (wrien af-
ter set in context C) and their properties (wrien aer ax-
ioms in contextC). Machines define variables (wrien aer
variables in machine M) and their properties (expressed as
invariants aer invariant in machine M), and state transi-
tions expressed as events (wrien between events and the
last end). e initialisation event gives initial values to vari-
ables.
An event is composed of guards and actions. e guard
(wrien between keywordswhere and then) represents con-
ditions that must hold for the event to be triggered. e ac-
tion (wrien between keywords then and end) gives new
values to variables
In Event-B, systems are modelled via a sequence of re-
finements. First, an abstract machine is developed and ver-
ified to satisfy whatever correctness and safety properties
are desired. Refinement machines are used to add more de-
tail to the abstract machine until the model is sufficiently
concrete for hand or automated translation to code. Refine-
ment proof obligations are discharged to ensure that each
refinement is a faithful model of the previous machine, so
that all machines satisfy the correctness properties of the
original.
2.2 Eiffel
Eiffel is an Object-Oriented programming language that na-
tively supports the Design-by-Contract methodology. e
behaviour of classes is specified by equipping them with
contracts. Each routine of the class contains a pre- and post-
condition: a client of a routine needs to guarantee the pre-
condition on routine call. In return, the post-condition of
the procedure, on routine exit, holds. e class is also equipped
with class invariants. Invariants maintain the consistency
of objects. Contracts in Eiffel follow a similar semantics of
Hoare Triples.
Figure 2 depicts an Eiffel class that implements part of a
BankAccount. e name of the class isACCOUNT and it ap-
pears right aer the keyword class. In Eiffel, implementers
need to list creation procedures aer the keyword create. In
Figure 2, make is a procedure of the class that can be used
as a creation procedure. Class ACCOUNT structures its pro-
cedures in Initialisation, Access and Element change,
by using the keyword feature. is structure can be use
for information hiding (not discussed here). balance is a
class aribute that contains the actual balance of the ac-
count. It is defined as an integer. Procedures in Eiffel are
defined by given them a name (e.g. withdraw) and its respec-
tive arguments. It is followed by a head comment (which
is optional). Procedures are equipped with pre- and post-
conditions predicates. In Eiffel, a predicate is composed of
a tag (optional) and a boolean expression. For instance, the
pre-condition forwithdraw (aer the keywork require) im-
poses the restriction on callers to provide and argument that
is greater than or equal zero and less than or equal the bal-
ance of the account (amount not negative and amount available
are tags, identifiers, and are optionals). If the pre-condition
of the procedure is met, the post-condition (aer the key
work ensure) holds on procedure exit. In a post-condition,
the aid old refers to the value of an expression on procedure
entry. e actions of the procedure are listed in between
the key words do and ensure. e only action of withdraw
procedure is to increase the value of balance by amount.
Finally, e invariant is restricting the possible values for
variables.
3 Translation
e translation is done by the aid δ : Event-B → Eiffel.
δ takes an Event-B model and produces Eiffel classes. It is
defined as a total function (i.e. →) since any Event-B model
can be translated to Eiffel. It uses two helpers: ξ translates
Event-B Expressions or Predicates to Eiffel, and τ translates
the type of Event-B variable to the corresponding type in
Eiffel.
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class ACCOUNT create make
feature −− Initalisation
make
−− Initialise an empty account.
do
balance := 0
ensure
balance set: balance = 0
end
feature −− Access
balance: INTEGER
−− Balance of this account.
feature −− Element change
withdraw (amount: INTEGER)
−− Withdraw ‘amount’ from this account.
require
amount not negative: amount >= 0
amount available: amount <= balance
do
balance := balance - amount
ensure
balance set: balance = old balance - amount
end
invariant
balance not negative: balance >= 0
end
Figure 2. Eiffel class
3.1 Translating Event-B machines
Rule machine is a high level translation. It takes an Event-B
machineM and produces an Eiffel class M.
τ (v) = Type ξ (I (s, c,v)) = Inv δ (events e) = E
δ (event initialisation thenA(s, c,v) end) = Init
(machine)
δ (machineM seesC
variables v
invariants label inv : I (s, c,v)
event initialisation thenA(s, c,v) end
events e
end) =
class M create initialisation
feature −− Initialisation
Init
feature −− Events
E
feature −− Access
ctx : CONSTANTS
v : Type
invariant
label inv: Inv
end
Variables are translated as class aributes in classM. Event-
B invariants are translated to Eiffel invariants. Both, Event-
B and Eiffel, have similar semantics for invariants. Rule
context generate an Eiffel class CONSTANT that contains
the translation of Event-B constants and carrier sets defined
by the user. Axioms, which restrict the possible values for
constants are translated to invariants of this class. Con-
stants in Event-B are entities that cannot change their val-
ues. ey are naturally translated to Eiffel as once vari-
ables.
δ (axioms X (s, c)) = X
τ (c) = Type
(context)
δ (Context C
constant c
set S
Axioms X (s, c)
end) =
class CONSTANTS
feature −− Constants
c : Type
−− ‘c’ comment
once
create Type Result
end
invariant
X
end
Carrier sets represent a new type defined by the user. Each
carrier set is translated as an afresh Eiffel class so users are
able to use them as types. Rule cset shows the translation.
Parts of the class are omied due to space. Class EBSET [T]
gives an implementation to sets of type T. Class S inherits
EBSET [T] due to the nature of carrier sets in Event-B.
τ (s) = Type
(cset)
δ (Context C
constant c
set S
Axioms X (s, c)
end) =
class S
inherit
EBSET [Type]
. . .
end
Rule event produces an Eiffel feature given an Event-B
event . Parameters of the event are translated as arguments
of the respective feature in Eiffel with its respective type. In
Event-B, an event might be executed only if the guard is true.
In Eiffel, the guard is translated as the precondition of the
feature. Hence, the client is now in charge of meeting the
specification before calling the feature. e semantics of the
execution is handle now by the client who wants to execute
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the feature rather than the system deciding. e actual exe-
cution of the actions still preserve its semantics: execution
of the actions is only possible if the guard is true. In Eiffel,
for a client to execute a feature he needs to meet the guard
otherwise a runtime exception will be raised: Contract vio-
lation.
Event-B event actions are translated directly to Eiffel state-
ments. In Event-B, the before-aer predicate contains primed
and unprimed variables representing the before and aer
value of the variables. We translated the primed variable
with the Eiffel key word old. Representing old value of the
variable. For simplicity. the rule only takes into account a
single parameter, a single guard and a single action. How-
ever, this can be easily extended.
ξ (G(s, c,v, x)) = G ξ (A(s, c,v, x)) = A
τ (x ) = Type
(event)
δ (event evt any x
where label дuard : G(s, c,v, x)
then label action : A(s, c,v, x)
end) =
evt(x : Type)
−− ’evt’ comment
require
label guard: G
do
v.assigns(A)
ensure
label action: v.equals(old A)
end
Rule init below shows the translation of Event-B event
initialisation to a creation procedure in Eiffel. e creation
procedure initialises the object containing the constants def-
inition. It also assigns initial values to variables taken from
the initialisation in the initialisation event. In Eiffel, cre-
ation procedures are listed under the keyword create, as
shown in rule machine. e ensure clause shows the trans-
lation of the before-aer predicate of the assignment in Event-
B.
ξ (A(s, c,v)) = A
(init)
δ (event initialisation
then
label : A(s, c,v)
end) =
initialisation
−− evt comment
do
create ctx
v.assigns(A)
ensure
label: v.is equal(old A)
end
3.2 Hand translation
In this Section, we apply (manually) the translation rules to
the Event-B model in Figure 3. e Event-B model is a well
known model created by Abrial in [1]. It models a system
for controlling cars in an island and on a bridge. e model
depicted in Figure 3 only shows the most abstract model of
the system.
Machinem0 sees context c0. c0 defines a constant d as a
natural number greater than 0. is constant models the
maximum number of cars that can be on the island and
bridge. Machine m0 also defines a variable n as a natural
number (predicate inv1). Variable n is the actual number of
cars in the island and on the bridge. Predicate inv2 imposes
the restriction on the number of cars, it must not be over d .
Event initialisation gives an initial value to n: no cars in the
island or on the bridge. EventML out models the transition
for a car in the mainland to enter the island. e restriction
is that the number of cars already in the island is strictly less
than d : there is room for at least another car. Its action is
to increase the number of cars in the island by one. Event
ML in models the transition for a car in the island to enter
the mainland. e only restriction is that there is at least
one car in the island. Its action is to decrease the number of
cars in the island. All these restrictions are ensured by the
proof obligations.
Figure 4 is the mapping to Eiffel programming language
by applying the rules in Section 3.
4 Conclusion
Wepresented a series of rules to transform an Event-Bmodel
to an Eiffel program. e translation takes full advantage of
all elements in the source by translating them as contracts in
the target language. us, no information on the behaviour
of the system is lost. ese rules shows a methodology for
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machinem0 sees c0
variables n
invariants
inv1: n ∈ N
inv2: n ≤ d
events
event IN IT IALISATION
then
act1 n := 0
end
eventML out
where
grd1 n < d
then
act1 n := n + 1
end
eventML in
where
grd1 n > 0
then
act1 n := n − 1
end
end
context c0
constants d
axioms
axm1 d ∈ N
axm2 d > 0
end
Figure 3. Controlling cars on a bridge: Event-B machine
and its context.
class m0 create INITIALISATION
feature −− Initalisation
initialisation
do
create ctx
n := 0
ensure
act1: n = 0
end
feature −− Events
ml out
require
grd1: n < d
do
n := n + 1
ensure
act1: n = old n + 1
end
ml in
require
grd1: n > 0
do
n := n - 1
ensure
act1: n = old n - 1
end
feature −− Access
ctx : CONSTANTS
n : INTEGER
invariant
inv1: n >= 0
inv2: n <= d
end
Figure 4. Excerpt of the Eiffel translation from the Event-B
model depicted in Figure 3.
soware construction that makes use of two different ap-
proaches.
We plan on implementing these rules as an Event-B plug-
in. We also plan of taking full advantage of the Proof Obli-
gations generated by Event-B: translated them into a speci-
fication driven class so to help Eiffel provers in the process
of proving the correctness of classes aer any modification
(extension) done by the implementer.
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